
Fire Extinguisher Loan

Terms & Conditions

1. Collection From Hire: All extinguishers and floor stands must be gathered in one place
ready for collection. If staff are required to gather extinguishers from remote areas on
site, a charge of £5 per item will be made.

2. Rental Deposit: A £10 per item up to max £200.00. ( No VAT is added to the deposit)
Deposit will be returned at the completion of the rental, or used to cover any usage, loss
or additional labour required. If the deposit does not cover the extra charges that may
occur, the hirer agrees to pay the difference within 7 days.
Cleare payment is required BEFORE the Hire commences and the deposit is required 7
days before the Rental Commences.

3. Invoice for rental - this will include VAT at the current UK rate of 20%.

4. All hired equipment is the responsibility of the hirer from the receipt of delivery of the
extinguishers until collection or return of the extinguishers back to Smartrad Creative
Ltd.
The hirer takes full responsibility for any loss, damage, usage and cleaning of goods,
and agrees to pay for additional charges arising.

5. Smartrad Creative Limited does not accept responsibility for any loss or harm to
persons or equipment arising from the use of the hire goods. While advice may be given
in good faith, Smartrad Creative Ltd does not warrant that the hire goods constitute
adequate or appropriate fire safety precautions for the hirer’s circumstances.
Hirers must ensure that persons using the extinguishers understand the risks the units
are intended for, the risks they do and do NOT cover, and how to use the equipment.
Instructions for use and suitability for different fires are printed on the extinguishers.
Further advice available on request.
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